Fat Quarters:
I thought it might be exciting to give you the whole year at once. This way when you are
traveling around you can see if there are fabrics out there that are interesting for your sharing
with others.
September: Fall colors for a fall quilt project
October: Black and/or Orange
November: Fabrics with leaves/trees/nuts and all those things fall in
December: Snowman/woman or Santa or Angel or Snowflake fabrics
January: No fat quarters
February: No fat quarters
March: Spring fabrics
April: Flower fabrics
May: Red/white or blue fabrics, Star fabrics, Patriotic fabrics
CLUB UFO: Our second successful year of CLUB UFO’s is behind us and we are offering it
again for the 2017-2018 year. How many of you have unfinished quilting projects? They may be
various sizes and “someday” you want to finish them? Why not commit to finishing 4 of them
this year as your UFO’s.
Cost is $15.00 to join. Every time you finish a UFO you receive $2.00 back and when you have
four finished you get $5.00. The other $2.00 will be used for a gift(s) to be drawn in June. Your
name will go into the UFO drawing when you complete your 4 and you may be a prize winner.
Dates for completion are: November, December, March and May. This can be flexible as
dates can be extended if this helps you get your UFO finished.
I did not participate last year but the year I did, it was wonderful. I took pictures of seven
projects I wanted to finish and kept the pictures in my sewing room and on my calendar so they
were constant reminders of what needed to be completed. I finished 5 of the seven.
UFO sign-up will be in October, unless you have your list and/or your pictures ready for me in
September.
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